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Abstract: Named-entity recognition (NER) is one of the primary components in various natural
language processing tasks such as relation extraction, information retrieval, question answering, etc.
The majority of the research work deals with flat entities. However, it was observed that the entities
were often embedded within other entities. Most of the current state-of-the-art models deal with the
problem of embedded/nested entity recognition with very complex neural network architectures. In
this research work, we proposed to solve the problem of nested named-entity recognition using the
transfer-learning approach. For this purpose, different variants of fine-tuned, pretrained, BERT-based
language models were used for the problem using the joint-labeling modeling technique. Two nested
named-entity-recognition datasets, i.e., GENIA and GermEval 2014, were used for the experiment,
with four and two levels of annotation, respectively. Also, the experiments were performed on the
JNLPBA dataset, which has flat annotation. The performance of the above models was measured
using F1-score metrics, commonly used as the standard metrics to evaluate the performance of namedentity-recognition models. In addition, the performance of the proposed approach was compared
with the conditional random field and the Bi-LSTM-CRF model. It was found that the fine-tuned,
pretrained, BERT-based models outperformed the other models significantly without requiring any
external resources or feature extraction. The results of the proposed models were compared with
various other existing approaches. The best-performing BERT-based model achieved F1-scores of
74.38, 85.29, and 80.68 for the GENIA, GermEval 2014, and JNLPBA datasets, respectively. It was
found that the transfer learning (i.e., pretrained BERT models after fine-tuning) based approach for
the nested named-entity-recognition task could perform well and is a more generalized approach in
comparison to many of the existing approaches.
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1. Introduction
There is much focus on identifying and classifying important words present in text
into their respective semantic classes, such as DNA, RNA, cell, or protein [1]. These
important words are known as named entities (NEs), and the task is known as named-entity
recognition (NER). The task of named-entity recognition is important because it further
helps in different natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as question answering [2],
machine translation [3], relation extraction [4], and many more [5,6]. It is often the case that
one entity resides within or overlaps with another entity. The text data of different domains
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The nested datasets were jointly labeled so that conventional named-entity-recognition
models could also be used, which treated the nested named entity problem as the flat
named-entity-recognition task.
The experiment was carried with two other well-known machine-learning models
(conditional random field and the Bi-LSTM-CRF) for the performance comparison. In
addition, the performance of the best-performing proposed model was compared with
the existing research work.
This research work compared the performance of different variants of the pretrained
BERT models for the nested named-entity-recognition problem based on domain, size
of models (base or large), and cased and uncased versions.
The results were analyzed and discussed in detail while clarifying the factors that were
important in the variants of the pretrained BERT models for different categories, which
further led to providing good results for the nested named-entity-recognition problem.

The sections of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 covers related works
in which similar existing research works have been discussed. Section 3 presents the
proposed transfer learning based approach, followed by existing machine-learning models
in Section 4, datasets in Section 5, and the evaluation tool used in this research work in
Section 6. Section 7 discusses the experimental results and compares the performance by
comparing the result of the other models and the existing approaches. Section 8 concludes
the paper.
2. Related Works
As discussed above, the annotation was performed at multiple levels to capture the
nested information in the named-entity-recognition dataset. Apart from the machine
learning model, different modeling techniques must be used to solve the problem of nested
named-entity recognition in most cases. This modeling technique includes three different
approaches: layering (inside-out and outside-in), cascading, and joint labeling [8,9]. In
most of the research works, the layering approach was used. In this research work, the joint
labeling modeling technique was used, as it allowed the use of the conventional namedentity-recognition models for identifying the nested entities, and joined the different levels
of the nested dataset such that they could be treated as flat entities. Examples of jointly
labeled sentences from the nested datasets can be found in Section 5.
Recently, Plank et al., 2021 [10] experimented with a comparison between the crosslanguage (i.e., German) and in-language for Danish nested entity recognition with different
variants of the BERT model. They also presented a new multidomain named entity dataset
and experimented with the domain shift problem. They found that BERT-based language models could not perform well for the out-of-domain setup. In another work by
Mulyar et al., 2021 [11], a new variant of the BERT model was presented that could perform
eight different tasks of clinical information extraction at the same time. It was found that the
BERT fine-tuning baseline model performed well in comparison to the proposed multitask
model, as a single-task-specific model could better exploit the dataset and its properties.
Similarly, Bang et al., 2021 [12] proposed an approach to detect “fake news” related to
COVID-19 using different versions of fine-tuned, pretrained, BERT-based language models
with the robust loss function.
In the past, the nested named-entity-recognition problem has been solved using
one of the following: the neural-network-based approach, the non-neural-network-based
approach, and the graph-based approach [13,14].
A new model based on a layered neural network model was presented by
Wang et al., 2020 [15] in which pyramid-shaped layers were present, and each layer length
was reduced by one when moving from bottom to top. The word embeddings were passed,
and each layer l represented the l-gram of the input text. The above model produced good
results for different nested named-entity-recognition datasets. Another outside-to-inside
approach was proposed by Shibuya et al., 2020 [16]; it also was a neural-network-based
approach in which a new objective function and a decoding method that worked iteratively
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was presented. The model performed similarly to the above neural-network-based model
for the nested named-entity-recognition dataset. Another work by Wang et al., 2020 [17]
proposed an approach based on a head-tail detector to detect the boundary tokens explicitly. In addition, they have proposed a token-interaction tagger to determine the internal
connection among the tokens present within the boundary. There are a number of other
neural-network-based approaches that have obtained good results using complex architecture to solve the problem of nested named-entity recognition, such as those presented
in [18–20], and many more.
The approaches based on a non-neural network include the constituency-parserbased approach and the graph-based approach. Initially, the constituency-parser-based
approach was used by Finkel et al., 2009 [21], in which they represented the sentences
using a constituency tree and proposed a CRF-based constituency parser. Recently, a
similar approach was proposed by Fu et al., 2020 [22] in which the nested named-entityrecognition problem was solved using a partially observed Tree-CRF model by proposing a
new MASKED INSIDE algorithm for computation of probability of partial trees.
Different graph-based approaches have also been used widely for the problem of
nested named-entity recognition. They began with the hypergraph-based representation
proposed by Lu et al., 2015 [23] to detect correct head, type, and boundary information
using a single framework. A similar approach was presented by Wang et al., 2019 [24] and
Muis et al., 2018 [25], in which a new segmental hypergraph and mention separator and
a multigraph were used for modeling and representation of nested entities, respectively.
There are also hybrid models in which graph-based approaches were combined with neural
networks to identify the overlapping entities, as in Luo et al., 2020 [26].
Overall, different types of approaches have been used in the past to solve the problem
of classification of nested named entities that can provide a good result. However, all
the above approaches are either complex in nature or have a complex architecture. In
addition, there is a need to explore the transfer-learning approach (i.e., by using the
fine-tuned, pretrained language model) for solving the nested named-entity-recognition
problem using whichever one has more generalization capabilities compared to any of
the existing approaches. Moreover, there are very few existing research works that used
a joint labeling modeling technique for nested entity recognition. Hence, in this research
work, we proposed to solve this problem using transfer learning (by fine-tuning different
variants of pretrained BERT language models) using joint labeling of the nested tags for the
nested entity recognition. We also implemented the conditional random field model and
the Bi-LSTM-CRF model for comparison of the performance of both models using different
NER datasets.
3. Transfer-Learning Approach
In this research work, the nested named-entity-recognition problem was solved using
the transfer-learning approach. In this approach, a pretrained language model is used
that is already trained on a large unlabeled text dataset. The pretrained model is further
trained on a small task-specific text dataset to fine-tune the pretrained parameters. The
main motive of using the above-mentioned transfer-learning approach is that it enhances
the generalization capability of the model for the low-resource, task-specific text dataset
while leveraging the high-resource dataset. The language model is pretrained on the high
resource dataset, which is unlabeled (i.e., a plain-text dataset) and is available in abundance.
The pretraining task requires a significant computational resource, as a large model is
trained on a large plain-text dataset for a considerable amount of time (usually days).
However, the fine-tuning of the downstream task is very easy and can be done quickly.
Moreover, prominent NLP researchers have released different pretrained BERT-based
language models for public use. In this work, the experiments were performed with different variants of the pretrained BERT language models that fell broadly in the
three different categories: Google AI, SciBERT, and the BioBERT pretrained BERT language models. The pretrained models belonging to these categories differed based on the
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domain of the datasets on which they were pretrained. In addition, there were multiple
variants of the pretrained BERT language model in each category that differed based on
the case, vocabulary size, language, etc. The experiments were also performed using the
conditional random field (CRF) and Bi-LSTM-CRF models so that their results could also be
compared with the results of the different variants of the pretrained BERT-based language
models. The details of the models and the parameters used were as follows.
3.1. Pretrained BERT Models Used in the Transfer-Learning-Based Approach
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a new unsupervised contextualized language representation model that is highly popular for natural
language processing tasks. It has been shown that the requirement of heavily engineered
task-specific architectures has been reduced significantly by using pretrained representations [27]. This was the first fine-tuning based model to achieve state-of-the-art results on
11 different natural language processing tasks. For natural language processing tasks, the
pretraining of the language models has already proved to be effective [27,28]. The pretrained language representation can be applied to downstream natural language processing
tasks in two ways: (a) using a fine-tuning-based approach; and (b) using a feature-based
approach. The fine-tuning-based approach is minimally dependent on task-specific parameters, i.e., training is performed over downstream tasks while fine-tuning the pretrained
parameters. In the feature-based approach, task-specific architectures, including pretrained
parameters, are used as additional features. However, during pretraining, the same objective function is used by both approaches, in which language representations are learned
using unidirectional models [27]. The BERT model uses the “masked language model”
(MLM) and “next sentence prediction” (NSP) pretraining objectives, which mixes the
left and right context, allowing the pretraining of a bidirectional deep transformer while
removing unidirectional constraints.
In this paper, we used the fine-tuning-based approach, which used already-pretrained
models. The pretrained models were trained for different pretraining tasks on unlabeled
data from scratch. The details of the pretrained models used in this research work are
discussed in further subsections. While performing fine-tuning for downstream tasks, the
BERT model began with the parameters of the pretrained models. These parameters were
fine-tuned as per the downstream task, which here was nested named-entity recognition.
The pretraining and the fine-tuning scheme discussed above can be seen in Figure 2, which
was inspired by [27,29].
For this research work, we used the scikit-learn wrapper provided by [30] for finetuning the BERT-based models belonging to different categories. For fine-tuning of each of
the pretrained BERT models over the named-entity-recognition datasets, the number of
epochs was set to 3 (as overfitting was observed for epochs more than 3), the maximum
sequence length was set according to the max token length of the wordpiece tokenizer
in the training set (plus two to the max token length for the ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’ delimiter
tokens that BERT uses, so that no data were truncated), the gradient accumulation step
was set to 2, the batch size was 8, the validation fraction was set to 0.05, ignore_label was
set to other tags according to the dataset, and num_mlp_layers was set to 0 so that linear
classifier was used for classification along with the cross entropy loss function for singlelabel classification. Note that for most of the above and remaining other hyperparameters,
the default values were used (the same as in the original BERT paper). For each model,
the experiment was conducted three times, with learning rates of 3 × 10−5 , 4 × 10−5 , and
5 × 10−5 . The average result of each run and the standard deviation are reported in the
Results section. The scikit-learn wrapper for fine-tuning BERT and the default settings for
named-entity-recognition problems were used for the rest of the parameters [30]. The BERT
base and large models have 12 and 24 layers (or transformer blocks), 768 and 1024 hidden
sizes, and 12 and 16 self-attention heads, respectively. The Adam optimization algorithm
and gelu activation function was used in the original BERT model [27]. No manual feature
extraction is required in BERT-based models.
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Figure 2. The pretraining and fine-tuning scheme for the BERT model. The same pretrained BERT
model can be used for various natural language processing tasks.

The pretrained BERT-based models used for the experiment can be broadly classified
into three categories, which are outlined below.
3.1.1. Google AI’s Pretrained BERT Models
The basic details of the BERT models belonging to this category were already discussed.
They have a multilayer, bidirectional, transformer encoder architecture. Here, the input is
an arbitrary span of contiguous text passed as a sequence of tokens. WordPiece embedding,
which has a vocabulary of 30,000 tokens, is used [27,31]. This model was trained over
the corpus of a general domain, i.e., on BooksCorpus (800 million words) and English
Wikipedia (2.5 billion words). The details of parameters used for pre-training the BERTBASE
and BERTLARGE models are given in [27,30,32]. In addition, a multilingual BERT was used
for named entity recognition, as one of the datasets was in the German language [30,32,33].
We experimented with both cased and uncased versions of the above models.
3.1.2. SciBERT Pretrained BERT Models
SciBERT follows the architecture of the BERT model, but was pretrained using scientific
text. The designers used the vocabulary provided by BERT as BASEVOCAB. In addition,
they constructed their own WordPiece vocabulary named SCIVOCAB using the scientific
text corpus with the same vocabulary size. Similar to the above, they also produced both the
cased and the uncased version of models. The SciBERT model was trained over scientific
text corpus from the Semantic Scholar, which has 1.14 million full-text papers and a total of
3.17 billion tokens [34].
3.1.3. BioBERT Pretrained BERT Models
BioBERT is another pretrained, domain-specific language model, and was pretrained
on large-scale biomedical text corpora for the purpose of biomedical text mining. It also
has an architecture similar to that of the BERT model. It has been shown that BioBERT
significantly outperformed in the three different biomedical text mining tasks, which included:
biomedical named-entity recognition, biomedical question answering and biomedical relation
extraction. In this paper, we experimented with five different versions of the pretrained
BioBERT models. These models used the BERTBASE pretrained model and were further
pretrained over combinations of PubMed and PMC corpora for the different numbers of steps.
Further details on the models that were used in the experiment can be found in [30,35].
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Figure 3. The workflow used for NER using conditional random field (CRF) model.

Feature Extraction for the CRF Model

Feature extraction is an essential step for machine-learning models. The features describe the dataset effectively, and can be passed to the machine learning model for training
and testing, respectively. The CRF model is trained over the extracted features from the
training dataset, and later, extracted features from the test dataset are passed to the trained
CRF model to predict the correct tags according to input test dataset features. In this subsection, the features used for the CRF model for different datasets are described in detai
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Table 1. Sample features extracted from a sentence of GermEval 2014 train dataset.
Sentence

Barauszahlungen

Sind

Grundsätzlich

Nicht

Möglich

.

Label

O+O

O+O

O+O

O+O

O+O

O+O

Features

{‘word.lower()’:
‘barauszahlungen’,
‘word.len()’: 15,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘ngen’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘gen’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘en’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘Ba’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘Bar’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘Bara’,
‘word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘word.case()’: ‘Title’,
‘word.pattern()’:
‘ULLLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘stem’: ‘barauszahl’,
‘BOS’: True,
‘+1:word.lower()’: ‘sind’,
‘+1:word.len()’: 4,
‘+1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLL’,
‘+2:word.lower()’:
‘grundsätzlich’,
‘+2:word.len()’: 13,
‘+2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+2:word.pattern()’:
‘LLLLLLLLLLLLL’}

{‘word.lower()’: ‘sind’,
‘word.len()’: 4,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘sind’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘ind’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘nd’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘si’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘sin’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘sind’,
‘word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘word.pattern()’: ‘LLLL’,
‘stem’: ‘sind’,
‘−1:word.lower()’:
‘barauszahlungen’,
‘−1:word.len()’: 15,
‘−1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−1:word.case()’: ‘Title’,
‘−1:word.pattern()’:
‘ULLLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘+1:word.lower()’:
‘grundsätzlich’,
‘+1:word.len()’: 13,
‘+1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+1:word.pattern()’:
‘LLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘+2:word.lower()’: ‘nicht’,
‘+2:word.len()’: 5,
‘+2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+2:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLL’}

{‘word.lower()’: ‘grundsätzlich’,
‘word.len()’: 13,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘lich’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘ich’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘ch’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘gr’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘gru’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘grun’,
‘word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘word.pattern()’:
‘LLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘stem’: ‘grundsatz’,
‘−1:word.lower()’: ‘sind’,
‘−1:word.len()’: 4,
‘−1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLL’,
‘−2:word.lower()’:
‘barauszahlungen’,
‘−2:word.len()’: 15,
‘−2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−2:word.case()’: ‘Title’,
‘−2:word.pattern()’:
‘ULLLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘+1:word.lower()’: ‘nicht’,
‘+1:word.len()’: 5,
‘+1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLL’,
‘+2:word.lower()’: ‘möglich’,
‘+2:word.len()’: 7,
‘+2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+2:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLLLL’}

{‘word.lower()’: ‘nicht’,
‘word.len()’: 5,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘icht’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘cht’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘ht’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘ni’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘nic’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘nich’,
‘word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLL’,
‘stem’: ‘nicht’,
‘−1:word.lower()’:
‘grundsätzlich’,
‘−1:word.len()’: 13,
‘−1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−1:word.pattern()’:
‘LLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘−2:word.lower()’: ‘sind’,
‘−2:word.len()’: 4,
‘−2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−2:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLL’,
‘+1:word.lower()’: ‘möglich’,
‘+1:word.len()’: 7,
‘+1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘+1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘+1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLLLL’,
‘+2:word.lower()’: ‘.’,
‘+2:word.len()’: 1,
‘+2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+2:word.type’: ‘None’,
‘+2:word.case()’: ‘None’,
‘+2:word.pattern()’: ‘.’}

{‘word.lower()’: ‘möglich’,
‘word.len()’: 7,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘lich’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘ich’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘ch’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘mö’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘mög’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘mögl’,
‘word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLLLL’,
‘stem’: ‘moglich’,
‘−1:word.lower()’: ‘nicht’,
‘−1:word.len()’: 5,
‘−1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLL’,
‘−2:word.lower()’:
‘grundsätzlich’,
‘−2:word.len()’: 13,
‘−2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−2:word.pattern()’:
‘LLLLLLLLLLLLL’,
‘+1:word.lower()’: ‘.’,
‘+1:word.len()’: 1,
‘+1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘+1:word.type’: ‘None’,
‘+1:word.case()’: ‘None’,
‘+1:word.pattern()’: ‘.’}

{‘word.lower()’: ‘.’,
‘word.len()’: 1,
‘word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘word[−4:]’: ‘.’,
‘word[−3:]’: ‘.’,
‘word[−2:]’: ‘.’,
‘word[:2]’: ‘.’,
‘word[:3]’: ‘.’,
‘word[:4]’: ‘.’,
‘word.type’: ‘None’,
‘word.case()’: ‘None’,
‘word.pattern()’: ‘.’,
‘stem’: ‘.’,
‘EOS’: True,
‘−1:word.lower()’: ‘möglich’,
‘−1:word.len()’: 7,
‘−1:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−1:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−1:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−1:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLLLL’,
‘−2:word.lower()’: ‘nicht’,
‘−2:word.len()’: 5,
‘−2:word.hasHyphen()’: False,
‘−2:word.type’: ‘Alpha’,
‘−2:word.case()’: ‘Lower’,
‘−2:word.pattern()’: ‘LLLLL’}
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Feature Extraction for the CRF Model
Feature extraction is an essential step for machine-learning models. The features
describe the dataset effectively, and can be passed to the machine learning model for
training and testing, respectively. The CRF model is trained over the extracted features
from the training dataset, and later, extracted features from the test dataset are passed to
the trained CRF model to predict the correct tags according to input test dataset features. In
this subsection, the features used for the CRF model for different datasets are described in
detail after their introduction. The base form (of any word) is the root of the verb without
any suffixes (such as -ed, -s, and -ing). Similarly, stemming is the process of reducing any
word to its stem but not necessarily to its dictionary root. Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is
used to identify how the words are used in a sentence. There are different parts of speech
tags, such as noun, verb, pronoun, adverb, etc. Chunking helps in the identification of
phrases present in unstructured text. It has labels such as noun phrase (NP), verb phrase
(VP), etc. For the GENIA and JNLPBA datasets, we used the GENIA tagger [39,40] to
provide the base form, POS tagging, and chunking. Here, chunking also followed the
Begin–Inside–Outside (BIO) format. The base form, POS tags, and chunking tags were
appended to the original GENIA and JNLPBA datasets, to be used as a feature. Since
the GENIA tagger would not have provided good results on the German dataset, we
used nltk’s snowball German stemmer and appended its outputs to the original GermEval
2014 dataset. The other features for all the three datasets included: begin of sentence (BOS)
and end of sentence (EOS) markers for the beginning and end of sentences as Boolean type;
word in lowercase; length of word; suffix and prefix of word; type of word (i.e., whether
the word was a type of digit, alphanumeric, alphabetic, or none of above); whether the
word has a hyphen (as Boolean type); pattern present in word (i.e., pattern obtained after
replacing the following: uppercase characters present in the word with “U”, lowercase
characters with “L”, full-stop and comma characters with a full-stop character, digits with
“D”, symbols (“_”, “+”, “*”, “/”, “=“, “|”) with “#”, symbols (“:”, “;”, “!”, “?”) with “;”, and
braces (“>”, “)”, “}”, “]”) with “)” and braces (“<”, “(”, “{”, “[”) with “(”; case information
of the word (i.e., whether the word was in title case, uppercase, lowercase, or none of these);
and finally, context information of the word having features mentioned as above, with a
window size of 2. An example of a sample feature extracted from a sentence of the training
set of the GermEval 2014 dataset is presented in Table 1. The English meaning (according
to Google Translate) of the sample sentence presented in Table 1 is “Cash payments are
generally not possible”.
4.2. Bidirectional LSTM-CRF Model
The Bi-LSTM-CRF model is a combination of the bidirectional LSTM and CRF layer. Here,
the model had access to the sentence-level label information, as well as the past and future
input features. The GLOVE-based pretrained word vectors, which were trained over 840 billion
tokens with 300 dimensions, have been used for word embedding [41]. The FastText German
word embeddings [42] were only used for the GermEval 2014 dataset, as the results using
above word embeddings were not good for the German dataset. Firstly, the word embedding
for each word was obtained using the vocabulary and the pretrained word vectors. Secondly,
the contextual word representation was obtained by passing the token representation to the
Bi-LSTM layer. Finally, the decoding of the contextual word representation was done for the
prediction. The existing code from [43,44] was used for implementation.
5. Datasets
Three different datasets were used in this research work for experiments; namely,
the GENIA, GermEval 2014 (German dataset), and JNLPBA datasets. All the above
three datasets were divided into training and testing sets only to keep uniformity. However,
the last 10% of sentences were taken from the training set of each dataset to be used as the
validation set for the Bi-LSTM-CRF model only. The first two datasets (i.e., GENIA and
GermEval 2014) have nested entities, and the JNLPBA dataset has flat entities. The GENIA
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and the JNLPBA datasets are from the biomedical domain. All the datasets were having
named entities labeled in Begin–Inside–Outside (BIO2) format in which the first word of
any entity starts with ‘B-’ indicating the beginning of the label and other remaining words
of that entity begins with ‘I-’ indicating inside of the label. Also, the word (or the token)
that are labeled with ‘O’ are not named entities. For the nested dataset, different levels of
annotations were jointly labeled. A sample sentence is shown as an example for each of the
nested datasets. The only disadvantage of joint labeling was that there was a significant
increase in the number of classes in which each word could be identified. However, the
advantage was that all the conventional models used for the flat named-entity recognition
could be used for nested named-entity recognition. Further details of all three datasets are
discussed below.
5.1. GermEval 2014 Dataset
This dataset is a nested dataset for German named-entity recognition and was presented by [45] for the GermEval 2014 Named-Entity Recognition Shared Task [46]. This
dataset consists of around 31,000 manually labeled sentences from German online news
and German Wikipedia. There are 12 categories of labels in the dataset, out of which
4 main categories are: ORGanization, LOCation, PERson, and OTHer. They also used two
fine-grained labels for each of the above four main categories, i.e., -part and -deriv for
partial and derived named entities [45]. For example, “EU” belongs to an Organization
category; but “EU-Verwaltung” (English meaning: EU administration) is identified as
Organization_part. There are many other examples in which phrases partly contains names,
such as “deutschlandweit” (English meaning: Germany-wide). Similarly, the derivations
are separately identified. For example, “österreichischen” (English meaning: Austrian) is
identified as Location_deriv in the dataset [45,46]. This dataset has two levels of nested
labeling. A sample sentence is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Sample sentence from GermEval 2014 dataset along with nested level annotation (L1 and
L2) and joint labeling. The English translation of the sentence (according to Google Translate) was:
“From 4 p.m., the pursuers Aston Villa and Tottenham Hotspur will be challenged”.
Sentence

Label L1

Label L2

Joint Label

Ab

O

O

O+O

16

O

O

O+O

Uhr

O

O

O+O

sind

O

O

O+O

dann

O

O

O+O

die

O

O

O+O

Verfolger

O

O

O+O

Aston

B-ORG

B-LOC

B-ORG + B-LOC

Villa

I-ORG

O

I-ORG + O

und

O

O

O+O

Tottenham

B-ORG

B-LOC

B-ORG + B-LOC

Hotspur

I-ORG

O

I-ORG + O

gefordert

O

O

O+O

.

O

O

O+O

5.2. GENIA Dataset
The GENIA dataset is a semantically annotated dataset that contains 2000 abstracts
from the MEDLINE database [47]. It has four levels of nesting and five types of entities after
simplification (DNA, Protein, cell-line, RNA, and cell-type). We followed [21,23] and kept
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about 90% of data in the training set, and about 10% of the data were present in the testing
set. A sample sentence showing labels with four nested levels is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Sample sentence from GENIA dataset along with nested level annotation (L1, L2, L3, and
L4) and joint labeling.
Sentence

Label L1

Label L2

Label L3

Label L4

Joint Label

In

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

order

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

to

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

study

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

CD14

B-protein

B-DNA

O

O

B-protein + B-DNA + O+O

gene

O

I-DNA

O

O

O + I-DNA + O+O

regulation

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

,

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

the

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

human

O

B-protein

B-DNA

O

O + B-protein + B-DNA + O

CD14

B-protein

I-protein

I-DNA

O

B-protein + I-protein + I-DNA + O

gene

O

O

I-DNA

O

O + O + I-DNA + O

was

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

cloned

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

from

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

a

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

partial

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

EcoRI

B-protein

B-DNA

O

O

B-protein + B-DNA + O+O

digested

O

I-DNA

O

O

O + I-DNA + O+O

chromosome

O

I-DNA

O

O

O + I-DNA + O+O

5

O

I-DNA

O

O

O + I-DNA + O+O

library

O

I-DNA

O

O

O + I-DNA + O+O

O

O

O

O

O+O+O+O

5.3. JNLPBA Dataset
The GENIA project organized the BioNLP Shared Task 2004 [48], in which the JNLPBA
dataset was introduced. Like the GENIA dataset, it also has five types of entities (DNA,
Protein, cell-line, RNA, and cell-type). In the training set of the JNLPBA dataset, there
are about 2000 MEDLINE abstracts, and in the testing dataset, there are 404 MEDLINE
abstracts. Further details of all the above datasets are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Named-entity recognition datasets used in this research work.
Training Dataset

Testing Dataset
No. of Entity Types
(Except Others)

Dataset

No. of
Abstracts

No. Sent

No. of
Tokens

No. of
Abstracts

No. Sent

No. of
Tokens

GENIA

1800 (approx.)

16,692

503,857

200
(approx.)

1854

57,024

5

GermEval
2014

-

26,202

494,506

-

5100

96,499

12

JNLPBA

2000

20,546

494,551

404

4260

101,443

5
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6. Evaluation Tool and Metrics
In this research work, the F1-score was reported, as it is a standard metric used to
evaluate the performance in the problem of named-entity recognition. The F1-score is the
harmonic mean of the two other metrics, precision and recall. The F1-score strikes a balance
between the precision and the recall. For this research work, we used the third-party tool
used in [49] and many others, provided during a CoNLL 2000 shared task for evaluating
the F1-score [50].
7. Results and Discussion
This section discusses the performances of the CRF model, Bi-LSTM-CRF model,
and different pre-trained BERT models belonging to different categories. The above performances were evaluated using the GENIA dataset (nested biomedical NER dataset),
GermEval 2014 dataset (the German language nested NER dataset), and JNLPBA dataset
(flat biomedical NER dataset). Since the labels of different levels in the nested datasets
were joined together into a single label level, all three different datasets were treated as flat
named entity datasets. In addition, a comparison of the best-performing pretrained BERT
models for each dataset was made with the existing approaches.
7.1. Discussion of Results for BERT-Based Models
The results for the pretrained BERT models belonging to different categories are
discussed in this subsection for the above three different named-entity-recognition datasets.
The average F1-score and the standard deviation of three runs are presented for each of the
models in Table 5 below.
For the GENIA dataset, the overall best F1-score of 74.38 was obtained by the biobertbase-cased pretrained BERT model (C.1). In category A of the pretrained BERT models
(i.e., Google AI’s pretrained BERT models), the large and cased version performed better
in comparison to the base and the uncased versions of the pretrained models. The bestperforming model was the large-cased model. The worst performance in this category was
obtained by both the cased and uncased multilingual BERT models. In category B of the
pretrained BERT models (i.e., the SciBERT pretrained BERT models), the uncased model
with scivocab (B.1) performed best, with an F1-score of 74.07, followed by the remaining
models in this category. It is important to note that here, the uncased model performed
better than the cased model, and all the models in this category performed better than
the models in category A. In category C of the pretrained BERT models (i.e., the BioBERT
pretrained BERT models), the base cased model (C.1) performed the best, with an overall
F1-score of 74.38 for the GENIA dataset; its performance was followed by models C.2, C.4,
and C.5. Since the BioBERT model obtained the overall best results, it was clear that this
result was obtained due to domain-based pretraining. In addition, most of the models in
this category performed better than the models in other two categories.
For the GermEval 2014 dataset (German language NER dataset), the overall best F1-score
of 85.29 was obtained by Google’s multilingual base cased model (A.6). In category A of
the pretrained BERT models (i.e., Google AI’s pretrained BERT models), the performances
of both the multilingual BERT models were far better than any of the other models. Their
performance was followed by the large BERT models (cased and uncased), and then similarly
by the base models. In addition, the results were dependent on both the domain of the
pretraining dataset and the model size in this case, as the large model performed slightly
better than the base models. In category B of the pre-trained BERT models (i.e., the SciBERT
pretrained BERT models), the models with the BASEVOCAB vocabulary performed better
than the SCIVOCAB-vocabulary-based models. In addition, the performances of the cased
models were significantly better than that of the uncased models. The best results in the
category were obtained by the basevocab cased model (B.4); i.e., an F1-score of 79.05. In
category C of the pretrained BERT models (i.e., the BioBERT pretrained BERT models), the
best-performing model in this category (C.5) had a F1-score of 77.02, which was far behind the
overall best F1-score of the model (A.6). Here, it was observed that the results for the cased
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model were slightly better than the uncased for all the models. It is important to note that all
the models in category A performed better than the models in the other two categories.
For the JNLPBA dataset, the overall best F1-score of 80.68 was obtained by the scivocabuncased pretrained BERT model (B.1). In category A of the pre-trained BERT models
(i.e., Google AI’s pretrained BERT models), the base cased model (A.1) had the best F1score. Its performance was followed by both the large cased and uncased versions of the
pretrained model. The difference in results was not that significant among other models. In
category B and category C of the pretrained BERT models (i.e., the SciBERT and BioBERT
pretrained BERT models, respectively), almost all the models had an F1-score greater than
80. However, as discussed above, the overall best F1-score of 80.68 was obtained by the
B.1 model, followed by the C.4 model, which attained an F1-score of 80.48 among the
pre-trained BERT models in the C category. It was observed for the JNLPBA dataset, in
most of the cases, the uncased version of the models performed slightly better than the
cased version of the model. In category B, the SCIVOCAB-vocabulary-based models also
performed better in comparison to the BASEVOCAB-based pretrained models. In addition,
most of the time, the models in categories B and C performed better in comparison to the
models in category A.
7.2. Discussion of Results for the CRF Model
The results obtained by the CRF model are also presented in Table 5. This model is
still the most popular for the named-entity-recognition problem and can be used for both
nested and non-nested datasets. The named-entity recognition for all three datasets could
be treated as a flat named-entity-recognition problem. The CRF model used the feature
described above obtained an F1-score of 65.15, 68.93, and 74.23 for the GENIA, GermEval
2014, and JNLPBA datasets, respectively. The results obtained for all three datasets had a
very significant difference from any of the pretrained BERT models. This model obtained
the worst results, even after the manual feature extraction for each of the datasets.
7.3. Discussion of Results for the Bi-LSTM-CRF Model
The results obtained by the Bi-LSTM-CRF model are recorded in Table 5. This model
is also very widely used for sequence-tagging tasks such as named-entity recognition.
As mentioned before, the GLOVE (and the FastText) word embeddings were used for
obtaining the word embeddings. The Bi-LSTM-CRF model obtained an F1-score of 70.19,
76.14, and 77.56 for the GENIA, GermEval 2014 (using German FastText word vectors), and
JNLPBA datasets, respectively. An F1-score of 70.21 was obtained using the GLOVE word
vectors (for the English language) for the GermEval 2014 dataset, which was very poor,
and hence was not included in the results table. The results obtained for all three datasets
were much better than for the CRF model, but they were still significantly worse than for
the fine-tuning-based pretrained BERT models for all the datasets.
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Table 5. Result for the CRF, Bi-LSTM-CRF, and fine-tuned pretrained BERT models for different categories of three different NER datasets. For all the datasets, the
best results of the pretrained BERT model in each category are shown in bold. The results of the overall best-performing model for each of the NER datasets are in
bold and underlined.
Dataset Details

Model Details
Nested Dataset

S. No.
Model Name

F1 Score (GENIA Test Dataset)

F1 Score (GermEval 2014 Test
Dataset)

F1 Score (JNLPBA Test Dataset)

1.

bert-base-uncased

72.91 ± 0.09

79.08 ± 0.24

80.13 ± 0.04

2.

bert-large-uncased

73.11 ± 0.11

80.76 ± 0.24

79.98 ± 0.14

3.

bert-base-cased

73.19 ± 0.08

79.76 ± 0.25

79.51 ± 0.24

Model Category

A.

Google AI’s pretrained BERT models

bert-large-cased

73.38 ± 0.09

81.37 ± 0.24

80.11 ± 0.16

5.

bert-base-multilingual-uncased

72.49 ± 0.24

84.72 ± 0.17

79.42 ± 0.11

6.

bert-base-multilingual-cased

72.44 ± 0.24

85.29 ± 0.23

79.65 ± 0.12

1.

scibert-scivocab-uncased

74.07 ± 0.18

76.35 ± 0.14

80.68 ± 0.22

4.

scibert-scivocab-cased

73.56 ± 0.13

77.38 ± 0.13

80.60 ± 0.07

scibert-basevocab-uncased

73.34 ± 0.05

78.66 ± 0.11

80.33 ± 0.18

scibert-basevocab-cased

73.57 ± 0.21

79.05 ± 0.23

79.82 ± 0.18

1.

biobert-base-cased

74.38 ± 0.14

75.67 ± 0.26

80.43 ± 0.14

2.

biobert-v1.1-pubmed-base-cased

74.29 ± 0.07

75.76 ± 0.32

80.42 ± 0.14

2.

B.

3.

SciBERT pretrained BERT models

4.

C.

Non-Nested Dataset

3.
4.

BioBERT pretrained BERT models

biobert-v1.0-pubmed-base-cased

73.63 ± 0.07

76.32 ± 0.36

80.25 ± 0.15

biobert-v1.0-pubmed-pmc-base-cased

73.79 ± 0.21

76.62 ± 0.11

80.48 ± 0.04

biobert-v1.0-pmc-base-cased

73.84 ± 0.18

77.02 ± 0.25

80.44 ± 0.24

D.

CRF model

65.15 ± 0.21

68.93 ± 0.23

74.23 ± 0.38

E.

Bi-LSTM-CRF

70.19 ± 0.56

76.14 ± 0.31

77.56 ± 0.36

5.
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7.4. Comparison of the Results with Other Existing Approaches
The best results of the pretrained BERT models for each of the three datasets were
compared with the results of existing approaches. The comparison results for the GENIA
dataset with the existing approaches are presented in Table 6.
Similarly, a comparison was made in terms of performance for the GermEval
2014 dataset with the existing approaches. The comparison results for the GermEval
2014 dataset are presented in Table 7.
A similar comparison was made for the JNLPBA dataset with the existing approaches.
The comparison results for this dataset are presented in Table 8.
A few important points observed from the above discussion of results are as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

On comparing the CRF, Bi-LSTM-CRF, and BERT-based language models, it was found
that almost all the BERT-based models performed better than both the other models.
The performance of the Bi-LSTM-CRF models was better than that of the CRF model,
but not the fine-tuning-based, pretrained BERT-based models.
There was a huge impact of the language on the BERT-based model, which was clear
from the results for the GermEval 2014 (German) nested NER dataset. Even the BiLSTM-CRF model performed poorly if the English GLOVE word vectors were used
for the word embedding (due to which the German FastText word vectors were used
only for the GermEval 2014 dataset).
The transfer-learning-based approach without any modifications or any external
resources performed well on the GENIA, GermEval 2014, and JNLPBA datasets
compared to many of the existing approaches. In Tables 6–8, comparisons were made
with existing research work. There were a number of other research works in this
area that achieved better results than the presented transfer-learning approach. Note
that we are still far from the state-of-the-art results for the above three datasets. Our
approach did not possess any kind of complexity in architecture or implementation.
The same was not true for the other existing research works. In this study, we wanted
to compare the performances of the pretrained, BERT-based transfer-learning approach
without using any external resources such as embeddings, unsupervised training on
the new dataset, etc. The study was conducted for a performance comparison between
the pretrained BERT models based on domain, model size (base or large), and cased
and uncased versions.
Domain-based pretrained models could perform significantly better than the other
BERT models pretrained on different domains. For example, the BioBERT-based
models performed better on the GENIA dataset, Google’s multilingual BERT-based
model performed better on the GermEval 2014 dataset, and the SciBERT-based model
performed better on the JNLPBA dataset (followed by the BioBERT).
The model size of the pretrained BERT model can also put some impact on the results
(in most cases). However, the result difference may not be very significant between
the base and large models in all the cases.
In most cases (for the GENIA and GermEval 2014 datasets), the performance of the
cased version of the model was better than that of the uncased version of the model.
However, the uncased versions of the BERT language model performed better on the
JNLPBA dataset.
Some of the common postprocessing methods from the existing research works have
been carried to improve the prediction of best-performing models. However, the
performance declined, rather than improving. So, postprocessing is not recommended
for the named-entity-recognition problem.
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Table 6. Comparison of results with existing approaches for GENIA dataset.
Source

Used Approach

F1-Score

[21]

Parser-based

70.33

[23]

Mention-hypergraph-based

68.70

[25]

Multigraph-based

70.80

[51]

Neural-network-based (LSTM, hypergraph features)

73.80

[52]

Neural-network-based (LSTM-CRF, seq2seq,
contextual embeddings)

73.90

[13]

Neural-network-based (boundary aware Bi-LSTM)

73.90

This Paper

Transfer-learning-based (best BERT model)

74.38

[16]

Neural-network-based (Bi-LSTM-CRF,
contextual embeddings)

77.36

[14]

Neural-network-based (seq2seq,
contextual embeddings)

78.31

Table 7. Comparison of results with existing approaches for GermEval 2014 dataset.
Source

Used Approach

F1-Score

[13]

Neural-network-based (boundary aware Bi-LSTM)

71.7

[53]

Neural-network-based (feed forward, Bi-LSTM,
Win-bi-LSTM)

76.12

[54]

Neural-network-based (Bi-LSTM-CRF)

75.3

[17]

Neural-network-based (head–tail pair, token
interaction tagger)

72.6

This Paper

Transfer-learning-based (best BERT model)

85.29

[55]

Neural-network-based (PolDeepNer2)

87.69

[56]

Transfer-learning-based (unsupervised pretraining,
pretrained BERT)

88.6

Table 8. Comparison of results with existing approaches for JNLPBA dataset.
Source

Used Approach

F1-Score

[57]

Neural-network-based (Bi-LSTM, embeddings)

78.4

[17]

Neural-network-based (head–tail pair, token
interaction tagger)

74.9

[58]

Neural-network-based (Bi-LSTM, embeddings)

75.87

This Paper

Transfer-learning-based (best BERT model)

80.48

[59]

Neural-network-based (BLSTM-CNN-Char and
Spark NLP)

81.29

[60]

Transformer-based

82.0

It is important to note that the existing approaches for the nested named-entityrecognition problem are complex. At the same time, the presented transfer-learning-based
approach is much simpler than any of the other existing approaches and can be easily used
for similar problems. In addition, it is important to note that the presented transfer-learningbased approach had no requirement for manual feature extraction or the word vectors,
while these were needed for the conditional random field and Bi-LSTM-CRF models.
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8. Conclusions
In this research work, the transfer-learning approach was used to solve the nested
named-entity-recognition problem. The presented transfer-learning approach fine-tuned
the pretrained BERT language models for the NER task. The experiments were conducted
with different variants of the pretrained BERT-based language models belonging to three
popular categories based on the domain. The performance comparison has been done
with the existing approaches for each of the datasets. In addition, the experiments were
conducted using the conditional random field (CRF) and the Bi-LSTM-CRF models for
performance comparison. Manual feature extraction and word embeddings were required
for the CRF and Bi-LSTM-CRF models. However, there were no such requirements for
the presented transfer-learning approach. The performance was evaluated using two
biomedical datasets and a German language NER dataset, out of which one biomedical dataset (i.e., the GENIA dataset) and the German language dataset (i.e., GermEval
2014 dataset) contained nested annotations. The different levels of annotation were joined
together for the nested datasets so that the nested named-entity-recognition problem could
be treated as a flat named-entity-recognition problem. It was found that the performance of
the presented transfer-learning approach was much better than that of the other two models
and many of the existing approaches. The presented transfer-learning approach achieved
better results than many of the existing research works for the nested and non-nested NER
datasets. This research work presented a performance comparison between the pretrained
BERT models based on domain, size of models, and cased and uncased versions. It was
found that the performance of the presented BERT-based language model depended on
the domain and the language of the downstream task. In addition, the presented transferlearning-based approach had more generalization capability and was much simpler than
any of the existing approaches. The presented transfer-learning approach can be used for
any of the similar downstream natural language processing tasks. In the future, we will
conduct a similar study of several different natural language processing tasks other than
named-entity recognition to further test the performance and generalization capabilities of
the presented transfer-learning approach.
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